Comments on EY report Evaluation of the tobacco excise increases as a contributer to Smokefree 2025 (2)

1. Accuracy
I suggest that EY take another look at the report, and check the accuracy of the methods’ section and presentation of quantitative results. Some of the errors are material. Examples of some of the issues to be checked include:

- There are missing or incorrect titles for some of the figures but, more seriously, some places where the text and the figures don’t match. For example, Figure 3 & Table 10 do not appear to show widening ethnic inequities as stated in the text; Figures 2 and 3 either the scale is wrong or the x axes are mis-labelled; Table 10 – need to be clear about what the integers refer to (Proportion of adult population); and so on.

- pp.29-30 has an incorrect formula for calculating price elasticity – which should of course be % change Q / % change P, not average Q * average P as stated in the paper. How was price elasticity actually calculated?

- Figure 20 – is this nominal? Perhaps consider CPI-adjusted rates?

- Page 80 – states that Maori are more price sensitive – but if I have interpreted the information correctly, Maori are spending more after the introduction of a tax, which suggests lower price sensitivity.

- And so on.

Action taken:
Document reviewed and updated accordingly. In terms of the figure3 we can confirm that it is correct – the relative difference (i.e. inequality) has gotten worse even if rates have come down (absolute difference has stayed the same)

2. Price elasticities
Price elasticities are central to understanding the likely impact of future tax increases, so the findings of the EY report will be important in informing decisions.
I would like to understand why, when calculating the price elasticities EY have not tried to separately identify changes due to price vs due to other factors – including uptake of e cigarettes and other measures. At the very least, the analysis should consider quit rates before the introduction of the excise tax as a counterfactual.

Moreover, would like to see some estimates of price elasticity for different socio-demographic groups (with transparency about assumptions).

The literature cited in the report, about price elasticities, is thin. In addition to the BODE study, the report cites only two NZ studies (p.46) – for energy and alcohol. I am surprised that these are the only published empirical studies of NZ price elasticities. I think the purpose for seeking these studies is to get estimates of relative price elasticities across different socio-economic groups, in New Zealand, to help inform assumptions about differences with respect to tobacco, and I cannot see that in the report.

Moreover, I would have expected a discussion of some of the innovations in estimating and applying measures of price elasticities – at least a discussion of Deaton’s work on estimating Almost Ideal Demand Systems, given the centrality of price elasticities to this issue.

The empirical estimates of price elasticity (p.84ff) are hard to interpret, given the level of year on year variation. Moreover these results are at a high level of aggregation without controls for other factors, so are likely to be confounded by other variables. Moreover, need to be clear about how the estimates have been derived, given the note above about error in methods section.

As noted below, I would like EY to marry their qualitative work with the literature review and quantitative work – the qualitative work suggests a significant number of people say they are not motivated by price, notably members of particularly vulnerable groups.

**Action taken:**
Refer to main comments about ability to robustly disaggregate along the lines suggested. We also note our own surprise around the availability of NZ price elasticity literature. We’d note that there is a range of literature that leads itself towards the calculation of elasticities for different areas, but does not actually do so. To make this work comparable we would have to separately and consistently independently calculate the resulting elasticities.

That noted:
- Deaton’s work will be referenced
- Comment on the availability of elasticity information will be added, along with a suggestion, as referenced in the main comments that a consistent, cross departmental elasticity benchmarking study across a basket of goods would be useful, especially given the focus on the Living Standards Framework.
- A diagram that looks at the directionality of a range of factors will be developed that looks at factors that make the quit decision more or less likely. The diagram will “build out” from the core elasticity number, progressively into quantifiable and then qualitative factors.
- This diagram, along with other factors will then be used to produce an elasticity range around the core number.

All these points have been addressed in the report as of 27 November
3. **Choices re quantitative work**

I would like to understand why EY have not attempted multi-variate analysis, perhaps using some well-known techniques (which from memory they referred to in their proposal) to control for time trends and to identify causation. This is particularly important given that it is clear that this is a heterogeneous population, with many different factors affecting decisions re smoking.

I would also like to understand why they did not use the HES data from StatsNZ rather than the IDI - since the former is more complete and up to date, and from a quick look includes all of the socio-demographic variables EY have used in their analysis.

Moreover, why have they used average household expenditure? (or have they used average national expenditure?) I don’t understand why, if we can identify individual households in the data, we cannot separate volume and expenditure effects (cf. top para of second column, p.36). This is very important in the context of estimating price elasticities – as Prof Gibson of Waikato University and others have shown, analysis based solely on total expenditure will overstate price elasticities by failing to identify brand substitution. The authors might refer to Prof Gibson’s work on cigarette purchases, albeit work that is based in a low-income country.

**Action taken**  
This is discussed (i.e. choice of data sources) in the main comments response document.

In terms of multi-variate analysis, that analysis could not be completed because of the inconsistent gaps between HES, and the fact that the studies are not longitudinal in terms of the people involved - this meant that time series would be comparing different populations over time. If the HES weights were used rather than individual people then this would also skew the results as household composition is inflated to represent the NZ population and not necessarily the demographics of the smoking residents.

In terms of HES - We were looking to link the data to other datasets but without the longitudinal view of each person we could not make any statements on smoking status on likelihood of quitting in relation to tax increases.

The HES collects data over a year, but each household is only asked for information once, so we do not have before and after for the same household; rather we have 'befores' from some households, and 'afters' from others. So can’t link individual households to drops in consumption over time.

We should also note the issue that we had expected to be able to use a sharp time delineator for the before/after analysis – ie the excise increase point of 1 Jan, but in fact the effect on household expenditure is potentially distorted with 2 effects:

- Households stockpiling before increasing expenditure, then having less expenditure immediately after the tax increase as they work through the stockpile, so the actual price increase effect kicks in months later  
- Tobacco companies stockpiling out of the bond store – so having their own stash of excise-paid tobacco, so when the tax increases they can keep on supplying the market with lower priced tobacco for several months before supplies run out.
In report as of 27 November, we have undertaken an alternative calculation with alternative data. This is fully documented in section 5 of the report.

4. **Information about the supply side including industry strategies**

   I had expected a thorough empirical view of the supply side, in line with the purpose statement:

   “understand any strategies the tobacco industry has implemented to minimise the impact of the tax increases” (p.10); and “identify past and possible future strategies employed by the tobacco industry in response to increases in the tobacco excise, determine the impact of these strategies” (p.25).

   This might include information about prices and sales across brands and over time – page 36 notes that the authors did not know retail prices, however it would be feasible to at least get a snapshot from retail outlets, and I would like to know whether any of the large national sales-data suppliers can provide relevant information.

   Two studies (p.43) and respondents’ views are cited suggesting that the tax is shifted to premium brands (presumably purchased by less price-sensitive consumers). This is an important area and is given only a light touch in the report.

   Vaping and e cigarettes are an important and relatively new part of the supply-side picture - there are references to demand for these across the report. It would be helpful to consolidate this information and provide clear market data about sales, and take this into account when analysing the impact of price on sales of old fashioned tobacco products. As the report notes, omitting consideration of the uptake of these substitutes means overstating the impact of the excise on demand.

   A key supply side economic issue is why NZ has the third highest price, but is only 33rd with respect to proportion of price attributable to tax (cf. p.70) – is price inflated by transport costs? By monopoly profits? What is the distribution of prices? These are important issues to understand, if we are to be able to consider the likely impact and incidence of future tax rises.

**Action taken**

This is discussed in detail in the main comments. Quite simply the data is not sufficient to draw a defensible conclusion.

We will update the report to expand on this point.

As discussed, we will also draw a stronger link to the qualitative work which gives the most robust view of directionality. That said, it is critical to note that this qualitative work is based on stakeholder observations and assumptions and, while reasonable and informed, cannot be unequivocally confirmed through the data.

This work has been completed, with a particular emphasis on the executive Summary in the report dated 27 November.

5. **Equity impacts**
The literature review refers to international evidence and commentary suggesting that the net effect of excise is pro-equity, because low income households benefit more from the health effects and avoided spending if they change their behaviour. However if, as suggested by EY’s qualitative analysis, low income households do not change their behaviour this assumption does not hold and the excise is not pro-equity.

I would like EY to bring the qualitative and quantitative evidence together, and consider the impact on their conclusion of their qualitative findings that low income and Maori and Pacific peoples tend to not be price sensitive, and instead respond to price increases by brand substation or reducing other consumption.

EY recommend better support for vulnerable groups to quit – the report contains some evidence supporting unequal access to the right support for quitting. It would be easy to look at access to NRT by different socio-economic groups to establish this quantitatively (cf. p.67).

**Action taken**

Report has been updated along the lines suggested with a particular emphasis on the executive summary.

6. **Summary of costs and benefits across the various impacts**

We need to see a summary of the costs and benefits, pulling together all of the information, as outlined in the proposal. At the moment the relevant section cites only the BODE work. As noted above, a substantial proportion of people in vulnerable groups have indicated they are not price sensitive – this means we need to consider as one input to decisions, the impact on them of continued excise increases as well as other adverse impacts, compared to the benefits. If there is no good data for some impacts, such as crime, this analysis might perhaps draw on international evidence (being clear about the assumptions), or do some form of break-even analysis, ie to estimate the level of harms equivalent to estimated benefits.

**Action taken**

Report has been updated a more coherent collection and organisation of our existing work, and the other changes proposed here, and in the main response, annotated into costs and benefits (but not necessarily quantified) that works towards the suggested outcome.